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SHOCKLESS AIRFOILS WITH THICKNESSES OF 20.6 AND 20.7 PERCENT
CHORD ANALYTICALLY DESIGNED FOR A MACH NUMBER
OF 0.68 AND A LIFT COEFFICIENT OF 0.40
Dennis 0. Allison
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A 20.8-percent-thick airfoil shape was designed to have shockless
inviscid flow at a Mach number of 0.68 and a lift coefficient of 0.40. In
order to determine the actual airfoils which would yield this same shockless
flow when viscous effects are included, boundary-layer displacement thicknesses
were subtracted from the "inviscid" shape for Reynolds numbers of 100 and
35 million. This process yielded airfoils with thicknesses of 20.7 and
20.6 percent, respectively. Subtraction of boundary-layer displacement
thicknesses for Reynolds numbers below 35 million yielded nonphysical air-
foils; that is, airfoils with negative thicknesses near the trailing edge.
The pitching moment about the quarter-chord point at the design condition was
-0.082 for the inviscid shape and, consequently, for both airfoils.
Off-design calculations for the two airfoils were made using a computer
program which provides for the interaction of the inviscid-flow and boundary-
layer solutions. The pressure distributions of the airfoils were shockless
for conditions from the design point to lower Mach numbers and lift coeffi-
cients. No boundary-layer separation was predicted except in the last
3-percent chord on the upper surface.
INTRODUCTION
Recent interest in large transport aircraft which carry their cargo in
the wing, commonly called span loaders, has stimulated research on airfoils
with thicknesses of 20.0-percent chord or more. Shockless or supercritical
airfoil sections are particularly advantageous for this application. For a
given thickness ratio they will generally yield a higher drag-rise Mach number
than more "conventional" sections and their shape is conducive to efficient
packaging. A more detailed discussion of the span loader concept is given in
reference 1.
The airfoils in the present paper derive from an initial goal of pro-
ducing an airfoil with a thickness of at least 20.0-percent chord, a lift
coefficient of 0.40 and a Mach number near 0.70. A design Mach number of
0.68 was decided on only after considerable effort was expended to pus P
 the
upper surface separation point as far aft as possible while maintaining
attached flow on the lower surface.
A 20.8-percent-thick airfoil shape was designed for shockless inviscid
flow at the design Mach number and lift coefficient. In order to determine
two actual airfoils which would yield this same shockless flow when viscous
effects are included, boundary-layer displacement thicknesses were subtracted
from the "inviscid" shape for Reynolds numbers of 100 and 35 million. This
process yielded airfoils with thicknesses of 20.7 and 20.6 percent, respec-
tively. Off-design conditions were examined with special attention on wave
drag for Mach numbers less than design and increases and decreases in lift at
the design Mach number.
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SYMBOLS
C 
	
drag coefficient
C,	 lift coefficient
Cm	pitching moment coefficient
CP
	pressure coefficient
M	 free-stream Mach number
00
N R
	Reynolds number based on chord
tic	 thickness-to-chard ratio
xlc, ylc	 nondimensional coordinates of airfoil
AIRFOIL DESIGN PROCESS
Computer programs for airfoil design and analysis developed by Frances
Bauer, Paul Garabedian, David Korn, and Antonv Jameson were used in the
present work. The design program uses a hodograph method for solving the
inviscid full-potential equations (ref. 2). The analysis program uses a
finite difference relaxation technique to solve the full-potential eq,,otions
and includes boundary-layer interaction (ref. 3). In early steps of the
design process airfoil shapes for inviscid flow were computed; in subsequent
steps, boundary-layer displacement thickness and separation effects were
included. At the last step in the process: (1) An airfoil shape for shock-
less inviscid flow at a given Mach number and lift coefficient was computed,
(2) the boundary-layer displacement thicknesses for two Reynolds numbers were
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computed and subtracted from the inviscid shape to define actual airfoils, and
(3) the airfoils were analyzed with boundary-layer interaction at off-design
Mach numbers and lift coefficients. Only the results for the last step in the
process will be given. The inviscid shape and pressure distribution with the
rorresponding computer program inputs will be shown first. Next, the airfoils
obtained by subtracting the boundary-layer displacement thicknesses for
Reynolds numbers of 100 and 35 million will be shown along with selected off-
design calculations.
Inviscid Shape at the Design Conditions
An airfoil shape for shockless inviscid flow at the design Mach number
and lift coefficient was computed using the design program (ref. 2). The
inviscid shape, pressure distribution, and design program inputs are displayed
in figure 1 in the pattern of that on pages 107 through 110 of reference 3.
(That case in ref. 3 was used as a starting point in the airfoil design
process.) The inviscid shape and pressure coefficient distribution
(fig. 1(a)), a hodograph plane (fig. l(b)), tape 6 and tape 7 input parameters
(fig. l(c)), and automation path inputs (fig. 1(d)) are shown. (All input
parameters are defined on pages 105 through 108 of ref. 2 and page 289 of
ref. 3.) The inviscid shape in figure I{a) is given in coordinate form in
Table I. The designation S(A)INV-0421 is derived from "Shockless," the
designer's initials in parenthesis, "Inviscid," and the lift coefficient and
thickness.
Two Airfoils at the Design Conditions
One can subtract a boundary-layer displacement thickness from the inviscid
shape in Table I to determine an actual airfoil which will have shockless viscous
4
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flow at the design Mach number and lift coefficient. This procedure will not
work if a boundary layer is so thick that the upper and lower surfaces of an
actual airfoil cross near the trailing edge. The trailing edge opening of
the inviscid shape was 2.1-percent chord in the present work. Two airfoils
were determined: One for N R = 100 million whose trailing edge thickness was
0.4-percent chord ( fig. 2 ( a)) and another for N R = 35 million whose trailing
edge was closed (fig. 2(b)). For smaller Reynolds numbers the upper and lower
surfaces crossed; however, the inviscid shape could be redesigned with a larger
trailing-edge opening. Obviously, the inviscid shape in Table I can also be
used with displacement thicknesses calculated from other boundary-layer
theories.
Coordinates for the airfoils designed for the two Reynolds numbers are
given in Tablet II and III. The designations S(A)100-0421 and S(A)035-0421
are the same as for the inviscid shape except that the "INV" is replaced by 	 I
"100" or "035" to indicate the Reynolds number. Viscous effects were computed
by the analysis program in which laminar boundary-layer effects were neglected
and transition to turbulent boundary layer was set at 14-percent chord which
is the location of the upper surface pressure peak (fig. 1(a)). The same
transition location was used in the off-design analysis calculations which
will be discussed next.
Viscous Airfoil Analysis at Off-Design Conditions
Analysis of airfoil S(A1100-0421 with boundary-layer interaction at
NR = 100 million and off-design Mach numbers and lift coefficients is shown
in figures 3 through 5. Results for various Mach numbers at the design lift
coefficient (C l = 0.40) are shown in figure 3. Results at the design Mach
number (M^ = 0.68) and a lower Mach number (M^ = 0.60) are shown in figures 4
5
Q^3
and 5, respectively, for various lift coefficients. Note that the drawing at
the bottom in figures 3 through 5 is the airfoil plus the boundary layer. Also
shown on these figures are any region of supersonic flow, the pressure distri-
bution, the sonic pressure coefficient, the pitching moment coefficient, and
the drag coefficient.
Pressure distributions and pitching moments calculated at N R = 35 million
for airfoil S ( A)035-0421 were essentially the same as those in figures 3
through 5. Drdg coefficients, however, were higher for airfoil S(A)035-0421
than for airfoil S(A)100-0421, analyzed at their design Reynolds numbers.
Figure 6 shows C D versus Mc. for both airfoils at C, = 0.40.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Airfoils with thicknesses of 20.7- and 20.6-percent chord were analyti-
cally designed for a Mach number of 0.68, a lift coefficient of 0.40, and
Re ynolds numbers of 100 and 35 million, respectively. Since these airfoils
were obtained by subtracting a boundary layer from an inviscid shape, airfoils
	 i
1
for other- Reynolds numbers can be obtained by subtracting the appropriate
boundary-layer displacement thicknesses. The 100 million Reynolds number
airfoil had a trailing-edge thickness of 0.4-percent chord and the 35 million
Reynolds number airfoil was closed at the trailing edge.
The two airfoils had essentially the same pressure distributions when
analyzed at their design Reynolds numbers for various Mach numbers and lift
coefficients. Pressure distributions for the airfoils were shockless from
the design point to conditions of lower Mach numbers and lift coefficients.
No boundary-layer separation was predicted except in the last 3-percent chord
6	 1
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on the upper surface at the design and the off-design conditions for both
airfoils.
A large number of changes were required in mathematical input parameters
to determine the inviscid shape. Work is being done, however, at Courant
Institute of New York University to make the hodograph method of airfoil
design easier to use. An improved version of the design program with a
velocity distribution input is being formulated.
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FABLE I.- COORDINATES FOR INVISCID SHAPE S(A)INV-0421
(a) Upper surface
x!C
	 Y/C	 X/C	 YIC
.00000
.00004
.04tr55
.00153
.00299
.00496
.00745
.01051
.01418
•31b49
.02345
.u2907
.03535
.(,4227
.04983
.5AC4
.U6E97
.07(-35
.Gdt47
.09723
.1Jb62
.12063
.13324
.14641
.16012
.17435
.1890L
.20422
.21952
.23581
.25218
.26889
.28591
.3322
.32079
.33857
.35156
.37471
939300
•41140
.4296ti
.44841
8
00(1522
.46697 .11703
.01112
.4d954
.11581
0017CC
.5041tj 91143.
.02297
.52263 .11267
•C2882
.54111 .11075
.C3455
.55952
.1C860
.C4011 957787 910621
.04549 059612 .10359
.G50t5 .61428 .lC076
.C5561 .63232 .09771
.06037 .65C24 .09447
.Ct494 .6bb03
.L9105
.06933 .68567 .08746
.07353 .70315
.08373
.07754 .72045 .07989
.C81?4 .73757 9(,759:
.08494 .75447
.C7195
.C8832 .77116 .Ct792
.09149 .7n759
.CF369
• 044 5 .5"w37b .05991
. i.9723 .61;t2
.0:601
.09983 .33514 .C5223
.1C227 .81--C28 .C413t2
910455 .65499 904521
•1C6tb .d742C
.L42C4
•1C865 .d9285 .0a913
.1104E .yU:r7
.C364b
.11215 .91t21 .0?4C9
.11367 992961
.C3195
.11504 .94Lbl
.03005
.11E24 .956:9
.02837
.1172E .95971
.C2689
•llbl6 .96795
.02560
.11867 .y7529 .0448
.11941 .98172
.0235?
911576 .96721
.02273
.11997 •9917 002208
.11997 099532 00216C
.11978 .99791
.02121
.11940 .99947
.C2107
.116b2 1000G00
.02101
.11803
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TABLE I.- Concluded.
(b) Lower surface
x/c
	
Y/C	 x/c	 Y/C
140 0CGG
.99946
.94783
.99511
.99129
.99639
.98042
.97340
.96535
.95630
.9462'4
.93534
.92350
.91079
.89728
.88298
.86797
.85227
.63590
.814C7
.60167
.76381
.76555
.74695
.72t07
.70896
.64968
.67029
.65C84
.63136
.61197
•59263
.57341
.55432
.53540
.1662
.49800
.47951
.46113
.44285
U.GCCCC
.CCGCS
.00018
.COC35
.CCO52
.CCC67
.00077
.CCC77
.00Ot 7
.CCO42
.00002
-. CCC5:
-.00132
-.CC23C
-.CC349
-.CC492
-.CCE59
-.CC*51
-.01Gbb
-.C131C
-.0157E
-.OlEE7
-.czl^c
-.G251C
-.C267t
-.03243
-.C3d3C
-.C4C29
-.04437
-.04849
-.05261
-.05669
-.06067
-. Of 45 C
-.GE812
-.C714So
-.07456
-.C773C
-.07970
-.08175
.42466
.40654
.38652
.37G6:
.35283
•33519
.31773
.3uC47
.24345
.26t6t►
.25020
.23404
.21E+23
.20280
.18776
,17316
.15901
.14534
.11217
. 11953
.10743
.09546
.Gd49Z
.07454
.06476
.05564
.04714
.03'429
,0"3211
.02563
.01987
.01466
.C1066
.0727
. 00460
.00272
,00132
.000.43
,00000
-.08347
-.08486
-.08596
-.06677
-,08732
-. Ob 7E 2
-.08768
-.08752
-.08715
-.t, b6b 7
-.Cb579
-.08482
-.C8366
-.C8233
-.CHel
-.07912
-.0'+72;
-.07522
-.07301
-.C7C63
-.CE609
-.C653b
-.CE25C
- .05947
-.05624
-.C529t
-.04948
-.04586
-.C4215
-.C3830
-.C3433
-.C302!
-.02601
-.C21:6
-.01674
-.01167
-,00624
-.00059
* 00 22
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TABLE II.- COORDINATES FOR AIRFOIL S(A)100-0421
(a) Upper surface
x/c	 Y/c 	 x/C	 Y/r,
0.00000 000522 •46697 .1.11-,33
900004 .01112 •48554 .11505
.00055 .01706 •50410 .11355
.00153 .02291 =52213 611181
.00299 .02882 .54111 .10983
.00496 003455 055452 .10761
.00745 .04011 •57787 .10515
001051 904;,49 •5,9612 .10246
.01418 .05065 961428 .G9953
.01849 .05561 •63232 .09639
.02345 .CL037 •6fC24 .09303
.02907 .06494 .E6FG3 908948
903535 .06933 .68567 .OE575
.04227 .07353 .70315 .CE186
.04963 .07754 •72045 .07782
.05804 .08134 .737;7 907367
.06688 .08494 075447 906942
.07635 00eb3Z .7711t .C6511
908647 .09149 078759 .0tQ77
.09723 .Cy445 .80?7c .05t 4R
010bt2 .CY727 081962 .0°.°222
01206? ,09982 •83`j4 •^Ae13
.13324
.IC224 •8°.C2e .04424
.14641 .10450 .t't495 .04062
016C12 .10660 087920 .03729
.17435 .2085 4 .692E% .03428
.18900 011033 *905b7 .03157
.20422 911197 •G1821 .02915
.21962 .11346 0929bI .C2b97
,23581 .11479 .94CEI .02497
.252le .1x596 095059 .C2306
.26889 011697 •95472 .GZ117
.28592 .11782 .96795 901920
.30322 .11830 •97529 .01714
032079 411911 098172 .01507
.33816 011934 098721 .01300
.35656 .11949 *(09175 .01216
.37471 911945 099532 900943
039300 911924 •99791 .40616
•41140 .1!882 .99947 .00742
.42988
.1180 1600000 .00719
.44841 911737
- , 1,C►I}UC11B1^IT (-  I
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TABLE II.- Concluded.
(b) Lower surface
X/c YIc x!c Y/C
O000000 .00522 946114 - 47899
.CC043
-000059 947951 -.07652
.CJ132 -400fG4
.49800
-.07369
.00272
-.Ci167
.51163 - 007052
000466 -.01679
.53540
-.06704
.00727
-.02156
.55432 -906329
-010t6 -.02601
.57341 -.05933
.01486
-.03025 .59213
-905521
.01987
-.03433 .61197 -005098
902513 -.03x30 63139
-.04671
003211
-.04215
.65C64 -.04243
.C3929 -.0456d 067029
-.03820
.04714 -.04948 •689t8
-.03406
.O!:t4
-.0:296 070696
-.03003
.06478
-.05629
.728C7
-602615
007415
-.05947
.74695
-.02246
.08492
-.Ot251 67t55R -001896
.C y :EB
-.Ot:38
.78361
-901569
.10743 -.06b0a
.80167
-.01264
.11953 -.07062 .81907
-.CC465
.13217 -.07290
.E359t
-.0(731
.14534 -.07517 .8227
-900502
•159C1 -.C7718
.81797
-.0C299
917316 -.07902 088298
-.00122
.18771 -.C8C68 989728
.00031
.2C28C -.08216 091060 9OC160
.21623 - 9Oe347 .923:0 .00266
.234G4 -.08460
.93534 .00350
.2502C -.06554 994129
.00412
.26tt8 -00et29
.95130 .00453
.28345 -.08684 •96535 .00475
.3CC47
-.08719 .97340 .00478
.31773
-.OP732 098042 900464
.33519 -.Oe723 .98639 .00438
.35283 -008690 .99129
.00408
.370t1
-906631 099511 .CC378
.3ee52
-.06546 .99763
.00346
.40154
-.08433 .99946 900321
.42-66 -.08288 1.00CCO
.00312
044285
-.08111
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TABLE III.- COORDINATES FOR AIRFOIL S(A)035-0821
(,-) Upper surface
x!c Yfc
0.00000 *00522
.00004 .01112
*C0055 .01706
.00153 .02297
.00299 902882
.00496 .03455
.00745 *04011
.01051 .04549
.02418 .05065
.01849 .05561
.02345 .06037
*02907 •01494
903535 *06933
*04227 *07353
* 04983 907754
*05804 908134
* 066136 *0649 4
*07635 *06832
900647 *09149
* 09723 .09445
* 10862 904722
912063 .09961
* 13324 .10123
* 14641 0IC448
916012 *10657
.17435 .10851
.18906 .11030
* 20422
.11143
.21982 .11341
.23581 .11474
* 25218 011590
* 26689 .11b91
028592 011775
030322 911842
* 32079 .11892
933858 .11525
* 35656 911939
* 37471 .11935
939300 011913
* 41140 .11870
* 42988 *11607
944841 *11724
xlc Y/C
•46697 •11618
.48554 .11490
950410 :11339
.52263 .11164
.54111 .10965
.55952 .10741
.57787 .10494
059612
.10222
.61428 009928
.63232 009611
065024 909272
966803 *06914
966567 *08537
* 70315 *08142
* 72045 .07733
.73757 907309
.75447 *06873
* 77116 *06428
.78759 *05977
* 8C37E *05525
* 619E2 *C5080
* 83514 *04651
085028 *04246
•8 6 4 '99 *03875
* 87520 *03540
* 892@5 903242
* 90567 902979
091821 *02743
092981 902529
094CEI
.02330
* 95059 *02134
995971 *01936
* 96795 901724
* 97529
.01499
* 98172 901273
* 98721 *01054
* 99175 *00838
* 99532 *00641
* 99791 *00494
* 99947 900409
1000000 900383
TABLE III.- Concluded.
(b) Lower surface
x/C y/C x/c Y/c
0.00000 000522 ,46114 -.07885
.00043 -000059 .47951 -.07636
.00132 -.00624
.49800 -907351
900272
-.01167 .51663 -.07031
•00466
-.01679 .53540 -.06681
900727
-.02156 .55432 -.06303
.01066 -.02601 .51341 -.05903
.01486
-.03025 .59263 -.05487
.01987 - 903433 .61197 - 905061
.02563 -.03830 .63139 -.04630
.03211 -.04215 .65084 -.04198
.03929 --.04588 .67029 -.03771
.04714 -.04948
.68968 -.03353905564 -45296
.70896 -.02946
.06478 -.05629
.72807 -.02555
.07455 -.05947
.74695 -002182
.C8492 -.06251
.76555 -001828
.09588 -906538
.78381 -.01497
.10743 -006608
.6010 -001190
.11953 -007062
.@1907 -.00907
.13217 -.07297
.83596 -000650
.145034 -.07515 .85227 -.00419
015901 -.67716 086797 -.00213
.17316 - 907899
.e8298 -.00033
.16776 -.08064 989728 .CC122920260 --908212
.91080 .00253
.21823 -.08343
.92350 .00361
.23404 -.08455
.93534 .00446
025020 -.C8548 .94629 000508
.2666e -.08623 995630 .00549
.28345 -.08677
.96535 000548930047 -.08712
.97340 .00568
.31773 -.08724
.96042 900549
.33519 -.08714 998639 .00517
.35283 -.08681 099129 .00482
.37061 -.08622 099511 .00447
.38852
-908536
.99783 000411
.40654 -.08421 999946
.00382
.42466 -.08276 1000000
.00371
.44285
- 008098
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- - - , Inviscid shape
1-0
1.5
++
CP sonic
+	 +*++++++++
	 ++
-•5	 ++.	 +	 +
C	 +	 +
P	 ++	 +
0 .0	 +
^	 t
+++	 t +
+	
T
*	 t
+ +	 +
.5
+	 Supersonic floe region
% = 0.682	 Ct = 0.400	 t/c = 0.208
(a)	 Inviscid shape and pressure coefficient distribution.
Figure 1.- Hodograph design program output.
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AUTOMATION PATHS
4	 0
-0960 -.280 -2
-.640 -.440 1
-.680 -.544 1
-0600 -0565 1
4	 C
-0800 0.000 2
-1980 0180 -2
-0930 0310 1
-.750 9470 1
5	 C
-0150 .440 -1
-.300 .47C 1
-.45C .490 1
-$t00 .490 1
-.750 .470 1
4	 C
-.150 .44C -1
C0000 .430 1
.130 .44C 1
.180 .440 1
C
632C .360 -1
. 4 30 .190 1
.44C .C60 1
.440 00000 1
.440 -o050 1
t	 c
-.093 -.240 2
.leu -.450 1
.260 -.450 1
.330 -.40C 1
.330 -.250 1
0390 -.150 1
(d) Automation path inputs.
Figure 1.- Concluded.
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Cp sonic
	 Cm - -.0781
C O
 - .0062
-1-5
-1.0
-.5
C 
.0
.5
1.0
1.5 Airfoil plus S.L.
(a) M. = 0.60.
Figure 3.-
and lift
numbers.
Analysis of airfoil S(A)100-0421 at
coefficient (N R = 100 million and C.
the design Reynolds number
= 0.40) for various Mach
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Cm n -.0802
Co = .0064
Sonic line
(b) Mw = 0.64.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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(c)M^=0.66.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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(d) Shockless design condition, M. - 0.58.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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(e) Mm = 0.69.
Figure 3.- Continued.
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Figure 3 - Concluded.
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Cm = -.0863
C
D - .0466
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p
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(a) Ct r 4.24.
Figure 4.- Analysis of airfoil S(A)100-0421 at the design Reynolds
number and Mach number (NR
 - 100 million and M. - 4.6Q) for N riouslift coefficients.
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(b) Ct = 0.30.
Figure 4.- Continued.
Cm - -.0$46
CD = .0067
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(c) Shockless design condition, C, = 0.40.
Figure 4.- Continued.
Cm
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Cm s -.0813
(d) C  = 0.45.
Figure 4.- Continued.
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Figure 4.- Concluded.
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(a) C. = 0.20.
Figure 5.- Analysis of airfoil S(A)100-0421 at the design Reynolds
number ( N = 100 nillion) and a Mach number of Mm = 0.60 for various
lift coefficients.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Variation of drag coefficient with Mach number
for the two airfoils at their design Reynolds numbers
and C, = 0.40.
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